
eV, respectively. (See Table 1.) The difference in deformation
energies per Pd atom, 0.019 eV, accounts for more than half of
the difference in Pd stability (EPd(32) ! EPd(28) = 0.035 eV).
The second contribution to the lower stability of Pd32

compared with Pd28 is related to the coordination and
symmetry of the adsorbed clusters. The Pd28 cluster has four-
fold symmetry with three Pd atoms exposed in each window.
(See SI Figure S2.) The 12 exposed Pd atoms all coordinate to
5 Pd atoms, with further 12 7-fold coordinated atoms behind
them and a core of 4 12-fold coordinated atoms in the center.

The structure of Pd32 is the same as that of Pd28 but with the
additional atoms added in two of the windows. These four
additional Pd atoms coordinate only to four Pd atoms each,
reducing the lowest coordination of atoms in the cluster. The
four added Pd atoms thus both increase the deformation of the
UiO-66 framework and reduces the internal coordination of the
cluster.
Having established that Pd28 is the largest cluster that can be

confined to the A cage, we now consider clusters extending out
of this cage. It is advantageous to exploit the periodicity of the
UiO-66 structure to simulate a high Pd loading. A computa-
tional cell containing one unit cell of UiO-66 has two A cages
and one B cage. That means that four of the eight windows into
the B cage are from the same A cage. Keeping one A cage in the
cell filled with Pd28 allows us to investigate the energetics of
connecting a network of A cages through B cages.
Figure 6 shows the structure of the most stable Pd12 and Pd16

clusters in the B cage when one of the A cages in the cell is

filled with Pd28. In these calculations, sampling using the GA
was applied only to atoms in the B cage, although all Pd atoms
and the MOF framework were optimized to find local energy
minima. The energetics of these added clusters are shown in
Figure 5 for 28 + 12 = 40 and 28 + 16 = 44 atoms, respectively.
An illustration emphasizing the extended nature of these
clusters is shown in the SI Figure S3.
Figure 5 shows that the energy of having isolated Pd28

clusters in the A cage is comparable to the energy of connecting
these clusters through Pd12 in the B-type cage. A Pd16 cluster in
the B cage, however, is sufficient to connect the four windows
in a way that lowers EPd(N) compared with the isolated
clusters. The structure of the added Pd16 cluster is, just as Pd28
in the A cage, in a four-fold symmetric geometry. Three Pd
atoms coordinate to each exposed window of the Pd28 cluster,
and the remaining four Pd atoms are in a nine-fold coordinated
geometry. The coordination of the previously 5-fold coordi-
nated Pd atoms at the windows increases to seven-fold
coordinated atoms, and there is thus only 7-, 9-, and 12-fold
coordinated Pd atoms in the framework. An interesting feature
of this stucture is that the 16 Pd atoms in the B cage interact
only weakly with the framework. The adsorption energy of
these 16 atoms alone is 6.21 eV less favorable than Pd16 in the
A cage.
The previous calculations show that even though UiO-66 has

relatively narrow windows separating its cages it cannot
thermodynamically limit the growth of Pd clusters across
cage boundaries. We began this work with the hypothesis that

Figure 4. Distribution of EPd for each localized cluster size considered.
For Pd8, both the A and B cages were tested. The B cage is indicated
with a B.

Figure 5. Energy per Pd atom for increasingly large Pd clusters in
UiO-66. The structures are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 6 and in the SI
Figure S1.

Table 1. Energetics for the Structures Marked in Figure 5a

EPd (N) Ed (N) Ntested (LCAO) Ntested (GB)

Pd8 !2.57 eV 1.67 eV 280 159
Pd12 !2.71 eV 2.68 eV 200 109
Pd16 !2.81 eV 2.66 eV 165 86
Pd20 !2.86 eV 3.09 eV 186 110
Pd24 !2.88 eV 3.76 eV 514 112
Pd28 !2.91 eV 5.61 eV 577 132
Pd32 !2.87 eV 7.02 eV 560 206
Pd28+Pd12 !2.91 eV 5.72 eV 371 135
Pd28+Pd16 !2.96 eV 5.99 eV 541 134

aEnergy per Pd, EPd(N), framework deformation energies, Ed(N), and
the number of tested candidates with the GA, Ntested, for the structures
shown in Figures 2, 3, and 6and in the SI Figure S1. LCAO and GB
refer to the basis set used for the DFT calculations.

Figure 6. Pd12 (left) and Pd16 (right) adsorbed in the B type cage
together with Pd28 adsorbed in the A type cage. The truncated Pd28
cluster in the A-type cage is marked with bright semitransparent
spheres.
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one Ti interstitial and three TiO2 units form two Ti2O3

strand units [Eq. (1)]. Obviously, strands are much more
stable than bulk Ti interstitials, and 1.0 eV is gained when
a Ti interstitial is incorporated into a strand.

From STM experiments we know that strands dominate
surfaces with many h1!11i steps even on very slightly
reduced samples while they are absent on flat surfaces
unless the bulk reduction becomes very high. This finding
suggests that building strands might be kinetically hin-
dered on flat terraces because building material is not
readily available. Figure 4(a) further indicates that Ti
interstitials on terrace sites (Fig. 4(b)) are very expensive
(8.73 eV), and we expect them to immediately diffuse into
the bulk. In vicinity to a h1!11i step (Fig. 4(c)), however, Ti
interstitials are stabilized (7.03 eV). Hence, moving an
interstitial from the bulk to the step edge (! 0:5 eV) and,
thereafter, incorporating it into a strand (! 0:5 eV) is a
downhill reaction. Furthermore, to build a strand on a
terrace requires two costly end-structures while a very
cheap step-strand connection-unit requiring no extra ma-
terial exists. This explains why, in our STM investigations,
the presence of h1!11i steps appears to be a prerequisite for
establishing strands.

The situation is markedly different in the presence of
adsorbed oxygen. Because Ti interstitials can be stabilized
on the surface by oxygen [9], strands form likewise on
terraces supposed the sample temperature is high enough
to allow the diffusion of Ti interstitials to the surface
[12,24]. A full layer of strands corresponds to an O va-
cancy density of about 50%ML. The formation energy of a
vacancy depends on the coverage. At a reasonable density
of 12.5% ML a single O vacancy costs 3.14 eV, which is
comparable to a strand unit (3.25 eV). However, at an O
vacancy density of 50% ML the vacancy formation energy
is 4.10 eV [28]. Thus, a closed (1" 2) over-layer of strands
is certainly preferred compared to an equivalent amount of
vacancies. This rationalizes why such high O vacancy
densities are not observed experimentally [4,7]. Instead,
highly reduced flat samples show a (1" 2) reconstruction
[13,14].
In summary, we have investigated vicinal TiO2#110$

surfaces characterized by different step edge types using
STM and PES. In the presence of a high density of h1!11i
steps strandlike adstructures form even on samples with
low reduction states. Strands consist of reduced TiO2 and
replace point defects by densely packing them into ordered
structures. DFT calculations show that strands can grow
from h1!11i steps because Ti interstitials are available at
step sites and energy is gained when they are incorporated
into the strand structure. We demonstrate that strands
represent a possibility to compensate for missing oxygen
and that they are competitive to point defects such as Ti
interstitials and O vacancies. We believe that step edges
and strands have an important influence on the reactivity of
the TiO2 surface towards fundamentally important mole-
cules such as oxygen and water.
We acknowledge with thanks the support of this work by

the Danish Research Agency, the Strategic Research
Council, the Villum Kahn Rasmussen Foundation, the
Lundbeck Foundation, the Danish Center for Scientific
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Comparison of the defect formation
energy of a Ti interstitial in the bulk of TiO2, on the terrace, and
at the h1!11i step with an interstitial incorporated into a strand.
The top-view images of an interstitial (blue) on the terrace (b)
and at the step (c) are calculated by DFT.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Top-view and (b) side-view atomic
model of strands on a vicinal TiO2#110$ surface. Titanium atoms
(small spheres) are depicted light-grey, oxygen atoms (large
spheres) are dark grey (bulk, lower terrace), grey (bulk, upper
terrace), dark red (bridging site), and light red (strand). The three
parts of a strand, i.e., the connection unit (c), the center part (d),
and the end structure (e), are indicated by dashed rectangles.
(c)–(e) Structure and formation energies per missing oxygen
atom of the three strand parts as calculated by DFT. The structural
units are highlighted in yellow (oxygen) and blue (titanium).
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Why We Need Automated Methods 
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Genetic Algorithms 
•! A method for finding global minima 

•! Follows a Darwinian evolution scheme 

•! Based on physical intuition and  
no formal convergence criteria 
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Encountered Au8 structures 
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Two Step Optimization Technique 
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CPU Time Used 

63 steps 
44 CPU hours 

17 steps 
148 CPU hours 

55 steps 
572 CPU hours 

Speedup of 3 

A structural comparison removes 75% of the 
structures before FD relaxation. 

 
Net speedup of 7 
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The Challenge of Testing 

A GA run includes many random factors 
 
Only multiple runs can test the performance  



Density Functional Tight Binding 
calculations  (DFTB) 

Ti6O12 cluster 
 
10.000 random configurations only 
come within 0.66 eV of the best 
configuration 

The System To Test With 

10.000 random configurations only 



Distribution of Attempts 



Importance of Population Size 



Should We Use Mutations? 



Conclucions 
•! Energies and forces correlate well 

between the LCAO and FD bases 

•! The GA is highly successful in predicting 
structures across many different system 
types 

•! Using fast methods one can investigate 
the GA performance 
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Successes 

one Ti interstitial and three TiO2 units form two Ti2O3

strand units [Eq. (1)]. Obviously, strands are much more
stable than bulk Ti interstitials, and 1.0 eV is gained when
a Ti interstitial is incorporated into a strand.

From STM experiments we know that strands dominate
surfaces with many h1!11i steps even on very slightly
reduced samples while they are absent on flat surfaces
unless the bulk reduction becomes very high. This finding
suggests that building strands might be kinetically hin-
dered on flat terraces because building material is not
readily available. Figure 4(a) further indicates that Ti
interstitials on terrace sites (Fig. 4(b)) are very expensive
(8.73 eV), and we expect them to immediately diffuse into
the bulk. In vicinity to a h1!11i step (Fig. 4(c)), however, Ti
interstitials are stabilized (7.03 eV). Hence, moving an
interstitial from the bulk to the step edge (! 0:5 eV) and,
thereafter, incorporating it into a strand (! 0:5 eV) is a
downhill reaction. Furthermore, to build a strand on a
terrace requires two costly end-structures while a very
cheap step-strand connection-unit requiring no extra ma-
terial exists. This explains why, in our STM investigations,
the presence of h1!11i steps appears to be a prerequisite for
establishing strands.

The situation is markedly different in the presence of
adsorbed oxygen. Because Ti interstitials can be stabilized
on the surface by oxygen [9], strands form likewise on
terraces supposed the sample temperature is high enough
to allow the diffusion of Ti interstitials to the surface
[12,24]. A full layer of strands corresponds to an O va-
cancy density of about 50%ML. The formation energy of a
vacancy depends on the coverage. At a reasonable density
of 12.5% ML a single O vacancy costs 3.14 eV, which is
comparable to a strand unit (3.25 eV). However, at an O
vacancy density of 50% ML the vacancy formation energy
is 4.10 eV [28]. Thus, a closed (1" 2) over-layer of strands
is certainly preferred compared to an equivalent amount of
vacancies. This rationalizes why such high O vacancy
densities are not observed experimentally [4,7]. Instead,
highly reduced flat samples show a (1" 2) reconstruction
[13,14].
In summary, we have investigated vicinal TiO2#110$

surfaces characterized by different step edge types using
STM and PES. In the presence of a high density of h1!11i
steps strandlike adstructures form even on samples with
low reduction states. Strands consist of reduced TiO2 and
replace point defects by densely packing them into ordered
structures. DFT calculations show that strands can grow
from h1!11i steps because Ti interstitials are available at
step sites and energy is gained when they are incorporated
into the strand structure. We demonstrate that strands
represent a possibility to compensate for missing oxygen
and that they are competitive to point defects such as Ti
interstitials and O vacancies. We believe that step edges
and strands have an important influence on the reactivity of
the TiO2 surface towards fundamentally important mole-
cules such as oxygen and water.
We acknowledge with thanks the support of this work by

the Danish Research Agency, the Strategic Research
Council, the Villum Kahn Rasmussen Foundation, the
Lundbeck Foundation, the Danish Center for Scientific
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Comparison of the defect formation
energy of a Ti interstitial in the bulk of TiO2, on the terrace, and
at the h1!11i step with an interstitial incorporated into a strand.
The top-view images of an interstitial (blue) on the terrace (b)
and at the step (c) are calculated by DFT.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Top-view and (b) side-view atomic
model of strands on a vicinal TiO2#110$ surface. Titanium atoms
(small spheres) are depicted light-grey, oxygen atoms (large
spheres) are dark grey (bulk, lower terrace), grey (bulk, upper
terrace), dark red (bridging site), and light red (strand). The three
parts of a strand, i.e., the connection unit (c), the center part (d),
and the end structure (e), are indicated by dashed rectangles.
(c)–(e) Structure and formation energies per missing oxygen
atom of the three strand parts as calculated by DFT. The structural
units are highlighted in yellow (oxygen) and blue (titanium).
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detailed description of the method is given in the
Supplemental Material, chapter 1 [22].

When adding a structure to the population or deciding if
a structure should be further relaxed after the initial LCAO
relaxation, it is important to compare the structure to
previously found ones to ensure that a similar structure is
not already accounted for. Many GA schemes only require

jEnew ! Eij> !E for all Ei; (1)

where Ei represents the set of energies of all previously
found structures. We choose to compare the configurations
not only by energy but also by structure. The latter is done
by calculating a sorted list Di of all interatomic distances
for each cluster i. Two configurations i and j have a similar
structure if

P
k
jDi"k# !Dj"k#j

P
k
Di"k#

< drel and (2)

max"jDi !Djj#< dmax; (3)

where k runs over the interatomic distances. The first
condition is the accumulated relative difference in all the
distances and the second condition ensures that no two
distances differ by more than a certain threshold dmax. In
this Letter, we have successfully operated with !E $
0:015 eV, drel $ 0:03, and dmax $ 0:7 "A. Two structures
are considered similar only if Eqs. (1)–(3) are obeyed
simultaneously.

The use of a two-step optimization technique has the
major advantage that only a few relaxation steps are re-
quired with the accurate and computational expensive
method since all rough optimizations are done with the
less precise and computational cheap one. For Au8 more
than 500 candidates have been tested in LCAO mode with

an average of 126 energy and force calculations per con-
figuration. Of these 500 configurations, 400 of them were
structurally different and were subsequently relaxed in the
accurate GB mode with, on average, only 25 energy and
force calculations required per configuration. A LCAO
energy calculation is, with the computational setup used,
approximately 12 times faster than a GB one. With the
computational resources used in this study, we succeed in
testing more than 4 times as many structures as if only
using a GB relaxation scheme. Chapter 2 in the
Supplemental Material discusses the possible error intro-
duced by using this two-step procedure [22].
Figure 1 shows structures found with our new algorithm

together with structures from the literature. All the low
energy structures, A, B, C, and D, were found with the
algorithm with only structure D already present in the
literature. The higher energy structures, E and F, were
not in the population since too many isomers exist in this
energy range. The great geometric variation among the
most stable structures and the fact that, despite much effort,
several of them have been missed in previous human
assisted trial and error searches strongly advocates the
use of nonbiased search schemes as the present GA.
The energy axis depicted in Fig. 1 shows the potential

energy gain relative to the most stable gas phase isomer
[29] within the corresponding exchange-correlation de-
scription. Generally, stronger binding is found with the
M06-L functional, and for structures B through F the
stronger bonding appears as, more or less, a constant shift.
Only for structure A is the enhanced binding much smaller,
and since it is the preferred structure within PBE a change
in the preferred cluster shape results when moving from the
PBE to M06-L functional.
An inspection of the structures in Fig. 1 reveals that the

preferred PBE structure, A, stands out as a 2D-like struc-
ture attached edge-on to the support. We are not aware of

FIG. 1 (color online). Relevant structures and potential energies of Au8=F=MgO"100# as determined in two independent GA runs,
one self-consistent PBE run (upper energy axis), and one self-consistent M06-L run (lower energy axis). In the PBE run, structures A
through D were found (upper solid red/gray arrows) while in the M06-L run, only structures B and C were found (lower solid red/gray
arrows). The stability of A and D with M06-L is indicated for comparison (lower solid black arrows) as is the stability of structures E
and F with either functional (dashed arrows). Structures D, E, and F are reported in [34], [9], and [6], respectively.
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eV, respectively. (See Table 1.) The difference in deformation
energies per Pd atom, 0.019 eV, accounts for more than half of
the difference in Pd stability (EPd(32) ! EPd(28) = 0.035 eV).
The second contribution to the lower stability of Pd32

compared with Pd28 is related to the coordination and
symmetry of the adsorbed clusters. The Pd28 cluster has four-
fold symmetry with three Pd atoms exposed in each window.
(See SI Figure S2.) The 12 exposed Pd atoms all coordinate to
5 Pd atoms, with further 12 7-fold coordinated atoms behind
them and a core of 4 12-fold coordinated atoms in the center.

The structure of Pd32 is the same as that of Pd28 but with the
additional atoms added in two of the windows. These four
additional Pd atoms coordinate only to four Pd atoms each,
reducing the lowest coordination of atoms in the cluster. The
four added Pd atoms thus both increase the deformation of the
UiO-66 framework and reduces the internal coordination of the
cluster.
Having established that Pd28 is the largest cluster that can be

confined to the A cage, we now consider clusters extending out
of this cage. It is advantageous to exploit the periodicity of the
UiO-66 structure to simulate a high Pd loading. A computa-
tional cell containing one unit cell of UiO-66 has two A cages
and one B cage. That means that four of the eight windows into
the B cage are from the same A cage. Keeping one A cage in the
cell filled with Pd28 allows us to investigate the energetics of
connecting a network of A cages through B cages.
Figure 6 shows the structure of the most stable Pd12 and Pd16

clusters in the B cage when one of the A cages in the cell is

filled with Pd28. In these calculations, sampling using the GA
was applied only to atoms in the B cage, although all Pd atoms
and the MOF framework were optimized to find local energy
minima. The energetics of these added clusters are shown in
Figure 5 for 28 + 12 = 40 and 28 + 16 = 44 atoms, respectively.
An illustration emphasizing the extended nature of these
clusters is shown in the SI Figure S3.
Figure 5 shows that the energy of having isolated Pd28

clusters in the A cage is comparable to the energy of connecting
these clusters through Pd12 in the B-type cage. A Pd16 cluster in
the B cage, however, is sufficient to connect the four windows
in a way that lowers EPd(N) compared with the isolated
clusters. The structure of the added Pd16 cluster is, just as Pd28
in the A cage, in a four-fold symmetric geometry. Three Pd
atoms coordinate to each exposed window of the Pd28 cluster,
and the remaining four Pd atoms are in a nine-fold coordinated
geometry. The coordination of the previously 5-fold coordi-
nated Pd atoms at the windows increases to seven-fold
coordinated atoms, and there is thus only 7-, 9-, and 12-fold
coordinated Pd atoms in the framework. An interesting feature
of this stucture is that the 16 Pd atoms in the B cage interact
only weakly with the framework. The adsorption energy of
these 16 atoms alone is 6.21 eV less favorable than Pd16 in the
A cage.
The previous calculations show that even though UiO-66 has

relatively narrow windows separating its cages it cannot
thermodynamically limit the growth of Pd clusters across
cage boundaries. We began this work with the hypothesis that

Figure 4. Distribution of EPd for each localized cluster size considered.
For Pd8, both the A and B cages were tested. The B cage is indicated
with a B.

Figure 5. Energy per Pd atom for increasingly large Pd clusters in
UiO-66. The structures are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 6 and in the SI
Figure S1.

Table 1. Energetics for the Structures Marked in Figure 5a

EPd (N) Ed (N) Ntested (LCAO) Ntested (GB)

Pd8 !2.57 eV 1.67 eV 280 159
Pd12 !2.71 eV 2.68 eV 200 109
Pd16 !2.81 eV 2.66 eV 165 86
Pd20 !2.86 eV 3.09 eV 186 110
Pd24 !2.88 eV 3.76 eV 514 112
Pd28 !2.91 eV 5.61 eV 577 132
Pd32 !2.87 eV 7.02 eV 560 206
Pd28+Pd12 !2.91 eV 5.72 eV 371 135
Pd28+Pd16 !2.96 eV 5.99 eV 541 134

aEnergy per Pd, EPd(N), framework deformation energies, Ed(N), and
the number of tested candidates with the GA, Ntested, for the structures
shown in Figures 2, 3, and 6and in the SI Figure S1. LCAO and GB
refer to the basis set used for the DFT calculations.

Figure 6. Pd12 (left) and Pd16 (right) adsorbed in the B type cage
together with Pd28 adsorbed in the A type cage. The truncated Pd28
cluster in the A-type cage is marked with bright semitransparent
spheres.
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Similiarity Criteria 

di = Ej !Ei > "E  for all Ej

drel,i =
Di (k)!Dj (k)

k
"

Di (k)
k
"

< drel   and

dmax,i =max Di !Dj( ) < dmax

Energy criteria: 

Structural criteria: 

dmax,i =1.026Å
drel,i = 0.002

!Ei = 0.7meV




